
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sadashiva 
   God Almighty… or Sadashiva, who does not incarnate (810928);
Raheem; Pawarvikar; Niranjan; Nirahamkar (830204); The Father of
the Trinity, Christ being the Son, and the Holy Ghost being the
Primordial Mother (871023); When Parabrahma first awakens, Adi
Shakti and Sadashiva (God Almighty) arise, and it is the Adi Shakti
that is the desire power of God Almighty, and which does all the
creation (850528); Parabrahma… is that form of God Almighty,
when all Creation has merged together into the one sleeping state;
When creation commences, it does so on the periphery, with God
Almighty remaining in the centre, dividing into Sadashiva and Adi
Shakti, who nonetheless remain in unison (810829) 
   The All Powerful… Adi Shakti, the Goddess… who is the source of
all the Powers, who is beyond all the Powers… who is the pure Power
of Sadashiva, of God Almighty, who alone gives Moksha or Self
Realisation, and who destroys the demons to protect and save Her
children from negativity (900923); When the Adi Shakti created
this Universe, and Sadashiva was watching, the first thing She
created was Innocence, which was embodied as Shri Ganesha, and
was called as Omkar (860907)… created when Sadashiva and Adi
Shakti separated, to form the Creation, and that contains the
'causal' of all the elements on the right side, the power of emotions
on the left side, and the power of ascent in the centre (900828) 
   Adi Shakti… who is Parashakti, beyond all these powers (900923;
890524)… is the entire power of Sadashiva, of God Almighty… He
cannot do anything without Her powers… She first created
Kundalini in Mother Earth itself, and then She created Shri
Ganesha out of Mother Earth… so the Mother Earth becomes very
important for us… if we do not know how to respect Mother Earth,
we do not know how to respect ourselves; The expression of Adi
Shakti within us is the Kundalini, and within the Mother Earth is
expressed in different places, in different countries and cities as
the manifestation of chakras. So the reflection of the Adi Shakti
as Kundalini, was first on the Mother Earth. Kundalini is… a  wee
part of the Adi Shakti… is the pure desire of Adi Shakti. So Adi
Shakti is the complete desire of Sadashiva, and Adi Kundalini is the
complete desire of Adi Shakti (970525) 
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Sahajvidya - Sadashiva 
   The Kundalini itself rises through the Sushumna Nadi… she is the
Principle, she is the Tattwa of Shiva… and she rises through the
channel that is made by Vishnu, out of the evolutionary process.
One is the road… another is the destination. So I hope you
understand how important it is that your centres should be
corrected… your road should be alright… that your Sushumna should
be cleared… because we are Madyamargis… we have to go by the
centre… by the central path… til you reach your Talubhag… where
sits Sadashiva. So keep your road, the Madyamarga clean… and let
the Kundalini pass through it. When the Kundalini will pass through
it… you will be amazed that… the same Kundalini is going through
the Vishnu path and reaching at the Lotus Feet… of Shiva (000206) 
   The Himalayas are regarded as the real abode of Sadashiva, and
which is 'on top'. The 'on top' are the Himalayas, and the Himalayas
are beyond the Sahastrara (850000.2)… & where exists Sadashiva,
at Kailasha (830725); England… is Sadashiva's Country (850806),
which has to become Jerusalem (801027) 

- Jai Shri Mataji - 
 
Tape References 
Date/Ref - Title - Qual – mins 
-871023 Press Interview, Piacenza, Milan - see 871024 good 25 
-850528 Miracles (+ Facing Seeker's questions) see 860725 good 10 
-850000.2 Nasik talk - see 850000.1 good 25 
801027 What happens after Realisation, Caxton hall good 60 
810928 Shri Mataji in America, NY, day 5 [+PP video set 2/5,6,7] good 80 
830204 Sahastrara, Delhi (+ Q&A: 10 mins) good 60 
830725 Guru Puja, Why in England, pt 4 - Lodge Hill good 50 
850528 Kundalini Power and Creation, Los Angeles good 45 
850806.1 Lambeth Ashram Talk/part 1 - Chelsham Road not good 90 
850806.2 Lambeth Ashram Talk/part 2 - Chelsham Road not good 45 
860907 Establishing Shri Ganesha Principle, San Diego good 55 
871023.1 Press Conference, Xavier's Flat  
871023.2 Press Conference, Rotary Club, Piacenza - see also 871024  
890524 Integration of Athena - Athens, Greece good 45 
900828 Ganesha Puja - Austria good 30 
900923 Navaratri Puja - Geneva, Switzerland good 75 
970525 Respect the Mother Earth, Cabella good  
000206 Shri Shivaratri Puja, Pune, India good 15 
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